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**Introduction**


**Research Articles**

- “Exploring the Dark Side of Esports Online Spectatorship: Passion as a Mediator and Collective Narcissism as a Moderator,” by Tyreal Yizhou Qian, Katja Sonkeng, and Lei Luo, 419-442.
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- “‘Go and Wash up!’: Gender Violence in Female Refereeing and Its Media Coverage in Brazil and Spain,” by Joaquin Marin-Montin and Paula Bianchi, 466-490.
- “Media Framing of Student-Athlete Suicide: An Examination of Problems, Causes, Moral Evaluations and Treatment Recommendations,” by Scott Parrow, 511-529.


Scholarly Commentary
- “Sport Mediatization, Connected Fans, and Playfulness: An Introduction to Prasocial Pretend Play,” by Jeffrey W. Kassing, 113-122.

Student Research
- “Media Framing of Athletic Department Major Infractions: A 5-Year Review of Historically Black Colleges and Universities,” by Tyler A. Williams and Beth A. Cianfrone, 135-149.

Original Research
- “Managing Organizational and Media Stress: The Case of Elite Norwegian Skiers,” by Elsa Kristiansen, Barrie Houlihan, and Hans Anton Stubberud, 192-201.
“Examining How High School Athletic Directors Leverage Communication With Key Stakeholder Groups to Inform Performance Appraisals of Head Coaches,” by Tyler Ratts, 211-223.

Book Reviews

- Concise Introduction to Sport Marketing reviewed by Zack P. Pedersen, 230-231.
- Sport and Social Media in Business and Society reviewed by Taylor M. Hanson, 234-235.
- Social Media in Sport: Evidence-Based Perspectives reviewed by Peyton J. Stensland, 236-237.

Other: Erratum


International Journal of the History of Sport, 40, no. 14 (2023)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/40/14?nav=tocList

Articles


International Journal of the History of Sport, 40, no. 15 (2023)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/40/15?nav=tocList

Articles

• “Major League Baseball Labour Conflict and the Popularization of Fantasy Baseball,” by Andrew J. Ploeg, 1386-1405.
• “Marion Jackson’s Conflicted Sacrifice: The Atlanta Daily World’s Black Southern Sportswriter on the Tension between Integration and HBCU Sport,” by Cam Mallett, 1406-1424.
• “Dog Shows and Kennel Clubs in Shanghai: British Sport, Sportsmanship and the Changing Concept of Pets in China, 1887-1937,” by Yue Xu, 1425-1440.

Book Reviews
• The Female Tradition in Physical Education: Women First Reconsidered reviewed by Jiawei Pang, 1441-1443.
• Sports in South America: A History reviewed by Peter J. Watson, 1443-1445.
• Football and National Identity in Twentieth-Century Argentina: La Nuestra reviewed by Peter J. Watson, 1445-1447.
• Soccer and Society in Dublin: A History of Association Football in Ireland’s Capital reviewed by Helena Byrne, 1447-1448.
• The Matilda Effect reviewed by Roy Hay, 1448-1449.
• Animated by Uncertainty: Rugby and the Performance of History in South Africa reviewed by Derek Catsam, 1450-1452.
• Sports in Africa, Past and Present reviewed by Ryan Shaffer, 1452-1454.
• Flashpoint: How a Little-Known Sporting Event Fueled America’s Anti-Apartheid Movement reviewed by Joshua D. Rubin, 1455-1457.
• No Foreign Game: Association Football and the Making of Irish Identities reviewed by Dilwyn Porter, 1457-1459.
• The Politics of Football in Yugoslavia: Sport, Nationalism and the State reviewed by Mark Orton, 1459-1461.
• Gladiators: 4th-1st Centuries BC reviewed by Alfonso Manas, 1461-1464.

International Journal of the History of Sport, 41, no. 1 (2024)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/41/1?nav=tocList
Special Issue: Towards a History of International Sport Economy

Articles


International Journal of the History of Sport, 40, no. 2-3 (2024)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/41/2-3?nav=tocList
Articles


“Festive Federalism: Race, Nation, and Neoliberal Aesthetics at the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games,” by Rob Alex Fitt, 165-184.

“From Cultural Import to Flourishing Sport: A Comprehensive History of DanceSport in China (1864-2023),” by Zeng Guang Duan, Jeffrey Monseau, Ying He, and Jian Gang Qiu, 185-209.

“A Seemingly Endless Debate? The Establishment of Golf Courses in Taiwan,” by Ping-Chao Lee, Chi-Jui Sung Chiu, and Hsiang-Pin Chin, 210-230.


International Journal of Sport Policy and Politics, 16, no. 2 (2024)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/risp20/16/2?nav=tocList
Research Articles


“Safe sport for whom?: are national sport organisations addressing the truth and reconciliation commission’s calls to action for sport through safe sport policies?” by Nora McRae, Audrey Giles, and Lyndsay Hayhurst, 235-253.

“Good use, non-use and misuse: safe sport reporting systems in context,” by Minhyeok Tak, Yoon Jin Kim, and Daniel J.A. Rhind, 255-270.
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**Critical Commentary**

- “Sport, surveillance and the data economy: an expanding horizon for research and governance,” by Harry Bowles and Darragh McGee, 339-347.

**Book Reviews**

- *Sport and the environment; politics and preferred futures* reviewed by Baiq Satrianingsih and Andika Pratama, 349-351.

**International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 59, no.3 (May 2024)**

[https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/59/3](https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/59/3)

**Research Articles**

- “‘Male, violent and dangerous’: The gender prejudices in rugby from the perception of current and former athletes of the Brazilian women’s rugby 7s national team,” by Giovanna Xavier de Moura, Elizabeth Pike, et al. 361-380.
- “A holistic framework of power to observe constraining and enabling manifestations and outcomes of power within international Sport for Development and Peace partnerships,” by Joanne Clarke, 381-399.
- “‘It becomes a fight against who I am, rather than what I say’: Gender, positionality, and inclusion in esports leadership,” by Lucy V. Piggott and Anne Tjønndal, 400-420.
- “How has the media’s construction of a discourse of nationalism evolved? Critical discourse analysis of Korean sports nationalism through the FIFA World Cup,” by Woocul Kim, 421-437.
- “Climate change versus winter sports; can athlete climate activism change the score?” by Natalie LB Knowles, Daniel Scott, and Michelle Rutty, 438-458.

Erratum
“Erratum to Refugee footballers’: A sociological exploration of forced migrants in the Italian and German elite football system,” by Journal Editors, NP1.

International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 59, no.4 (June 2024)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/59/4
Research Articles
• “‘Best run club in the world’: Manchester City fans and the legitimation of sportswashing?” by Colm Kearns, Gary Sinclair, et al. 479-501.
• “Becoming and being a masters athlete: Class, gender, place and the embodied formation of (anti)-ageing moral identities,” by Nicholas Hookway, Catherine Palmer, et al. 502-519.
• “Media (re)presentation of a black woman esports player: The case of Chiquita Evans in the NBA 2k League,” by Egil Trasti Rogstad, 520-538.
• “Sport and policy in ‘contested-nations’: Analysing policy and political considerations in Taiwan and Scotland,” by Ren-Shiang Jiang and Stuart Whigham, 539-558.
• “Participation of girls and women in community sport in Ghana: Cultural and structural barriers,” by Derrick Charway and Åse Strandbu, 559-578.
• “‘For those few minutes you are free’: The meaning of sport from imprisoned men’s perspective,” by Johannes Müller, 598-616.

Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics, 17, no.1 (2024)
https://scholarcommons.sc.edu/jiia/
• “Do ‘In the Family’ Coaching Hires Outperform External Hires in NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball,” by Maxfield Lane, Nels Popp, and Jonathan A. Jensen.
• “Attitudes of Intercollegiate Athletics toward Transgender Individuals and Transgender Athletic Participation, by Austin R. Anderson, Eric Knee, and Alison Fridley.

Journal of Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance, 95, no. 4 (2024)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/95/4?nav=tocList
Departments: Comment

Departments: Editorial
“Teen Suicide: The Need for Concrete Reactive Intervention Strategies,” by Kevin Hunt and Helen Dupree, 5-6.

Articles
Beyond ‘Brain Breaks’: A New Model for Integrating Classroom-Based Active Breaks,” by Natalie J. Lander, Ana Maria Contardo Ayala, et al. 22-30.

Departments: Note

Departments: Legal Case

Departments: Brief Report

Journal of Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance, 95, no. 5 (2024)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/95/5?nav=tocList
Departments: Comment
“What Can We Do to Increase Student Engagement in Physical Education,” by Jennifer Nelson, 3.

Departments: Editorial
“Feature Introduction,” by Emily M. Jones, Zack Beddoes, and Kevin Andrew Richards, 4-5.

Articles
“A Collective Action Formation to Address Mental, Emotional, and Behavioral Health in Schools: The District 87 Wellness Collaborative,” by Emily M. Jones, Leslie Blockman, and Caroline Bubulka, 12-20.

“WYO PETe and WAHPERD: Origin, Development, and Successes of a Great Western Alliance,” by Ben D. Kern, Paul R. Malinowski, and Deb Stephenson, 21-27.


Feature: Comment

“Feature Conclusion: Leadership, Collaboration, and Mobilization on Mission: Lessons Learned Across the Feature,” by Kevin Andrew Richards, Emily M. Jones, and Zack Beddoes, 47-49.

Departments: Note

“Developmentally Appropriate Physical Activities in the Classroom to Support Student Well-Being and Learning,” by Hüseyin Ünlü, Selin Şimşek, et al. 50-52.

Department: Legal Case


Brief Report


Journal of Sports Economists, 25, no. 3 (April 2024)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jsea/25/3

Articles

“The Hot Hand in the NBA 3-Point Contest: The Importance of Location, Location, Location,” by Robert Lantis and Erik Nesson, 283-321.


“Updating Beliefs Based on Observed Performance: Evidence From NFL Head Coaches,” by Michael A. Roach and Mark F. Owens, 369-387.


Journal of Sports Economists, 25, no. 4 (May 2024)
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jsea/25/4
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**Articles**

- “Umpire Home Bias in Major League Baseball,” by Mike Hsu, 423-442.

**Journal of Sports Economists, 25, no. 5 (June 2024)**
[https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jsea/25/5](https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jsea/25/5)

**Articles**

- “The Impact of Air Pollution on Game Outcome,” by Yiwen Xu, Ying Wang, and Yang Yang, 557-582.

**Physical Culture and Sport, 103, no. 1 (June 2024)**
[https://sciendo.com/issue/PCSSR/103/1](https://sciendo.com/issue/PCSSR/103/1)

**Articles**


Whose Fan You Are? National, Local and Club Identities

- “Why win a World Cup? Thirty-six years of football and nation(alisms) in Argentina,” by Pablo Alabarces, Juan Branz, and José Garriga Zucal, 437-451.
- “Multiple football codes and their spectators, fans and supporters in Australia,” by Roy Hay, 452-471.

Expressing Fandom: Payers and Fans

- “Could have been a god but chose to be a Devil: The 2004 European Championships and Wayne Rooney’s departure from Everton Football Club,” by David Kennedy and Peter Kennedy, 505-517.
- “Does anyone care where they are from? The importance of locally trained players in English football,” by Steve Bullough, Lee Edmondson, and Andrew Mills, 518-534.
- “You, me, we’: shared identities of African professional footballers’ diaspora in Thailand,” by Chuanchanok Siriwat, 535-546.
- “Weeping at Vasermil’: players, fans and tears,” by Amir Ben-Porat, 547-559.

The Critical Fan: Social and Political Identities

- “Symbolic identities in football: a view from political science,” by Christos Kassimeris,573-584.
- “Brigate Verde…a terrible beauty is born’: an exploratory examination of the social leadership of the Green Brigade,” by Andrew Burnett, 603-617.
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- “Eurocentric globalization of football. Coloniality, consumption, social distinction and identities of transnational fans in Latin America,” by Kevin Daniel Rozo, 618-630.
- “Beyond ‘good’ and ‘bad’ fan: exploring the mechanisms enabling football fans’ position as a stakeholder in the management of circulations,” by Jan Andre Lee Ludvigsen, 647-659.

FIFA Men’s World Cup: The Ultimate Fan-Stage

- “Africa united: exploring the fandoms around the African Men’s Qatar 2022 World Cup teams among fans in Harare, Zimbabwe,” by Manase Kudzai Chiweshe, 660-672.
- “Victory for Africa or the Arab world? Moroccan nationalism, Arab exceptionalism, pan-African solidarity and digital fandom during the 2022 FIFA World Cup,” by Lyton Neube, Chengeto Pauline Mkwendi, and Amos Batisayi, 673-692.
- “Nationalism or cosmopolitanism? How Chinese football fans viewed the Japanese team and Japanese fans during the 2022 Men’s World Cup,” by Chun Wing Lee, 693-704.
- “‘Our team will definitely win the cup’: the Keralan support of Brazil and Argentina during Men’s World Cup 2022,” by Ana Raquel Romeu Aguiar, 722-736.

Epilogue


Sociology of Sport Journal, 41, no. 2 (June 2024)
https://journals.humankinetics.com/view/journals/ssj/41/2/ssj.41.issue-2.xml

For the Sociology of Sport

- “(Un)Doing Diversity Work in a ‘Diverse’ Space: Examining Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Work in Historically Black College and University Athletics,” by A. Lamont Williams, Marcis Fennell, and Yannick Kluch, 109-120.

Articles
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Errata

Sport, Education, and Society, 29, no. 4 (2024)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cses20/29/4?nav=tocList

Articles
- “Understanding Indo-Fijian girls’ experiences in sport, physical activity and physical education: an intersectional study,” by Rohini Balram, Bonnie Pang, and Jorge Knijnik, 397-411.
- “Arriving in the body – students’ experience of yoga based practices (YBP) in physical education teacher education (PETE),” by Anna Rosén and Håkan Larsson, 423-436.
- “‘Not to judge by the looks but you can tell by the looks!’ Physical capital as symbolic capital in the individualization of health among young Norwegians,” by Linda Røset, Ken Green, et al. 437-450.
- “PE as resonance? The role of physical education in an accelerated education system,” by Stine Frydendal and Lone Friis Thing, 468-480.
- “Sports scientists in-becoming: from fulfilling one’s potential to finding our way along,” by Carl T. Woods and Keith Davids, 481-495.
- “An empirical study of Bourdieu’s theory on capital and habitus in the sporting habits of higher education students learning in Central and Eastern Europe,” by Klára Kovács and Gabriella Pusztai, 496-510.

Sport, Ethics, and Philosophy, 18, no. 2 (2024)
Editorial


Research Articles

- “Sport in an Algorithmic Age: Michel Serres on Bodily Metamorphosis,” by Aldo Houterman, 126-141.
- “Will to power: Revaluating (female) empowerment in ‘fitspiration’,” by Aurélien Daudi, 177-193.
- “Why Carlos Ramos was in compliance with his duty and USTA and WTA are wrong in the case of US Open 2018 women’s final,” by Jiří Malis and Tomáš Michalica, 194-209.
- “At Odds? Sports, Gambling and Hyper-Commodification,” by Ned Lis-Cla rke and Adrian Walsh, 210-228.
- “From Running to Cross-Country Skiing and Beyond – Can Sport Count as a Pre-Eminently Aesthetic Activity?” by Margus Vihalem, 229-243.
- “I can’t outrun a bear, but I can outrun you:’ sport contests, nature challenge activities and outdoor recreation,” by Brian Komyathy, 244-258.

Sport History Review, 55, no. 1 (May 2024)

Editorial

- “Nature Sport and Environmental History: Adulation or Alteration of Nature?” by PearlAnn Reichwein, Pierre-Olaf Schut, Grégory Quin, 1-12.

Special Issue Articles


Forum: Book Review

Book Reviews
• *The Early Years of Chicago Soccer, 1887-1939* reviewed by Chris Bolsmann, 131-132.
• *Among the Athletes: The Actions of the Securitate in the “Sport Issue” (Romanian Title: Printre sportive: actiunile Securitatii in problema “Sport”)* reviewed by Pompiliu-Nicolae Constantin, 133-134.

*Sport in History, 44, no. 1 (2024)*
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rsih20/44/1

Articles
• “‘Stand up if you love the darts!’ – Understanding the key catalysts responsible for the rapid transformation of Professional Darts Corporation (PDC) darts during the 2000s,” by Leon Davis, 1-28.
• “Eugen Sandow and eugenics,” by John D. Fair, 56-77.

Personal Reflection
• “Personal reflections on the genesis, early history and activities of the British Society of Sports History,” by Rochard Cox, 95-104.

Book Reviews
• *The History of Physical Culture in Ireland* reviewed by Conor Curran, 105-107.
• *Different class: the untold story of English cricket* reviewed by Geoffrey Levett, 107-109.
• *Sport, war and the British: 1850-present* reviewed by Craig Owen Jones, 112-113.

*Sport in Society, 27, no. 5 (2024)*
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fcss20/27/5?nav=tocList

Articles
• “Brothers, bruises, and the will to win: a social-ecological hegemony perspective on Swedish ice hockey’s past,” by Daniel Alsarve, 681-700.
• “The (De-)politicization of Black male bodies in American heavyweight boxing,” by Wibke Schniedermann and Robert A. Winkler, 701-720.
• “Navigating fandom: how user generated content reflected the conflicting emotions of sport’s importance during COVID-19,” by Kasey Symons, Sam Duncan, et al. 744-763.
• “The shy girl who became national team captain: a bioecological narrative of an Olympian’s life skills development,” by Vitor Ciampolini, Sara Kramers, et al. 783-803.
Review Article

Book Review
- Physical Education in Irish Schools, 1900-2000: A History reviewed by Emeritus Tom O’Donoghue, 845-847.

Sport in Society, 27, no. 6 (2024)
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fcss20/27/6?nav=tocList
Sport, the Media and Ireland: Intersections of Gender, Class and Geography

Introduction
- “Introduction to the special issue – sport, the media and Ireland: intersections of gender, class and geography,” by Marcus Free, Seán Crosson, et al. 849-859.

Research Articles
- “‘Is she married, single or available?’ Standing out and blending in as a woman working in sports media,” by Aoife Sheehan and Niamh Kitching, 877-893.
- “Media interpretation of sports-related concussion in Irish rugby union: reinforcing or reshaping the sport ethic?” by Matthew Nesbitt, 907-923.
- “Rugby union, class and ‘Middle Ireland’ in Irish media,” by Marcus Free, 924-945.
- “Beyond the Noise: the cultural (or subcultural) politics of Irish surf films,” by Stephen Boyd, 946-964.
- “Mud, sweat and cameras – Irish trail and mountain running vlogging,” by Ciarán Ryan, 965-982.